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4,778,510 bytes, version 6.03, released May 22, 2008. The
console compiler handles a single file, which is typically a

.bat or.cmd file and may be created as either a batch file or a
console application. A console application is a console

window that is called directly, without having a separate
console window associated with it. The compiler makes a
copy of the.bat or.cmd file while converting it to a native
machine language program. This ensures that the original

input file is never destroyed. The original input file is
unaffected by the compilation process unless it has the same

name as the generated file. If a.bat file contains a console
command similar to a.cmd file, then the same console

window is used both by the application and by the compiler.
In this case the console window must be sufficiently large to
hold the application and the compiler so that the compiler
can use the left part of the window without hindering the

application. If this is not the case, the application will
terminate. Typical commands and options for the console
compiler are listed in Table 2. Table 2 - Console Compiler
Commands and Options Command Description -t Dump

information to command-line output file --help Show
command-line help information --host-configuration
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Configuration parameters used by the compiler --opt-
directory Directory where compiled files are installed --opt-

file Configuration parameters passed to the compiler
--version Show version information -2 Convert to

disassembled machine language 2 -? Show command-line
help information Command -t This option generates the

following output in the command-line output file: If the input
file has the same name as the generated file, then the

compiler does not generate a copy of the input file. Dump
information The compiler displays information about the
environment variables and compiler options used by the

compiler. This information is displayed in the form of a user-
customized table of information. Information about a

particular environment variable is displayed only for the
relevant system variables. For example, you would expect to

see information about all compiler options that you have
specified for both the -d option and the -d- prefix option

only. Information about the system variables is displayed for
all compiler options with support for them. The output file is
a platform independent text file. The number of rows in the

table is unlimited. The following options are recognized:
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